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Product Description: \i2

The RE320 is a professional quality dynamic microphone designed
specifically for recording and sound reinforcement applications requiring .

extremely low noise and the highest level of predictable tonal and transient \ z_.
response. deal for capturing vocal and instrument sources, the RE320 ‘

delivers unparalleled detail, dynamic content, and natural tone.

Variable D is Electro Voice s exclusive solution to the tonal changes associated —-r
with the proximity effect found in other directional microphones. Providing

‘balanced and uniform frequency response up to 1800 off-axis, the result is always
stable and linear tonal performance — even when the sound source is moving
around the mic. Ideal for capturing the critical details of voice, amplified, and acoustic
instruments, VariabIeD® capsules deliver impeccably smooth and natural tone on
virtually any sound source.

Utilizing the same humbucking coil technology found in the RE2O and RE27N/D 1to arrest electro magnetic field interference introduced by sources close “to the
microphone”, the RE320 produces an ultra-quiet signal path free from the hum and
buzz found in other dynamic microphones.

The RE320 incorporates a two-position “Dual Personality” frequency response switch
which allows engagement of two vastly different performance curves.
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Selecting the left-hand switch position , Selecting the right-hand switch position
engeges a curve specificelly designed for use on engegee e lineer curve which ie ideel for voice (music
kick drums. With dipe end peeke esectly where kick “. end epeech), ee well ee instrumente (such es guiter
drums need e littie EO ettention, the reeult is en empe, beee empe, low tome, percuesion, brees end
incredibly tight “inete-kick” sound requiring little-if- wind inetrumente, etc.). The reeponee ie emooth,
eny edditionel EO when the microphone ie properly neturel, end erticulete, with e minimum of diecolored
positioned et the drum. - off-exie bloed from eurrounding sound sourcee.

Technical Specifications:

Generating Element: Dynamic neodymium magnet loo

Frequency Response: 30-18000 Hz (kick curve)
45-1 8000 Hz (general curve) o’o’ w 2w 00’

Polar Pattern: Cardioid
., - 2

Impedance: 1 50 ohms balanced 2W 20’ 220’ 1201

Sensitivity, Open Circuit 2.5 mV/pascal 210’ 152’ 210’

Voltage, 1 KHz: 125Hz — 250H 500Hz — 1,000 H

Hum Pickup Level, Typical -130 dSm 0’
. ,.

-- 0’ •

(60 Hz/1 milliosted field)

Case Material: Steel
250’ 552’

Length: 216.7 mm (8.53 in)
212’ 222’

Widest Diameter: 54.4 mm (2.14 in) - - - - -

Body Diameter: 49.2 mm (1 .94 in) 0201 221’ -,

Finish: Semi-gloss black
211 012 002’

Net Weight: 681 g (1 Ib 8 oz)
2,000Hz

—

4, 8,000Hz
—

16,00(1 H
Shipping Weight: 1044 g (3 Ib 5 oz)
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